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Not Recommended
0.3 hrs last two weeks / 0.3 hrs on record (0.1 hrs at review time)

Posted: 24 Jan @ 5:25pm 
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I got an account from my girlfriend as a b-day gift 10 months ago, didn't play much because I
don't like this game - it's boring. I like games with good fighting and magic. Fighting in Wurm is
broken and badly animated. Slaying dragons and other boss mobs is dissapointing: you just
need to be on local range to get items, game can't handle these events, it causes big lag in the
whole world, but most of bosses that spawn are slayed by old players and staff in private.
Magic is boring skill, you stand in front of the altar and every 20 minutes you pray and can only
pray 5 times a day, then you need call other players that will stand together in one room and
reset prayers every 3h, so you set timers and be afk. Mostly my gf was doing that because I
don't have that much time to play and I can't use anything on my computer when this game is
on. Many games with a lot better graphic system work better. if you become a mage (priest)
you can't do many things, the game becomes unplayable even more, so players make mage
chars not to play but to enchant items. That promo movie above is fake - Wurm doesn't look
like that. Thriving economy is really dead - only things that sells are bisons, black horses,
enchanted and rare tools and dragon leather, so only way to get coins is to buy them from the
shop with RL money. Magic staves are usless for spells and there is no female clothes at all.  

Wurm staff abuse - that's a thing, they're rude and heartless to players, very bad attitude on
channels and forum. My gf who is an autistic person, she got bullied and permbanned for
"harassing the moderators", she speaks like an army general this what autistic people do, but
she's very nice and helpful person, very friendly, she was selling animals and players were
writing her good comments on trade forum. Next day my premium account was banned too - I
didn't even play it when it got ban - looks like it's a crime to be a family member of banned
player. I read all chat messages and forum post gf gave me and Steam reviews, I made an
account on forum to write to admin appeal to the ban and I got banned on forum 10 minutes
after making an account. 

Very recommended if you want to feel North Korean climate!
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